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14. Mathematics 

We have seen in previous chapters that mathematical statements are 
paradigmatic cases of internal relations. 310  And indeed, the core in 
Wittgenstein’s conception of mathematics can be summed up in the motto 
that “arithmetical rules are statements of internal relations.”311 This is not 
to say that taking of arithmetic (and in fact mathematics) as based on 
internal relations is all Wittgenstein has to say about the philosophy of 
mathematics. On the contrary, his contribution to the philosophy of 
mathematics is extremely diverse. This is why in this chapter I have to 
restrict myself to the discussion of topics directly related to the distinction 
between internal and external relations. 

In particular, I am going to focus on Wittgenstein’s insistence on a 
pictorial aspect of mathematical notation, which is, of course, his 
Tractarian heritage. Mathematical notation must always be capable to 
depicture a state of affairs. Here is a clear expression of this attitude: 

There must always remain a clear way back to a picture-like representation of 
numbers leading through all arithmetical symbols, abbreviations, signs for 
operations, etc.312 

This is true of numbers, but also of mathematical proofs: “A proof must of 
course have the character of a model.”313  Numbers and proofs are for 
Wittgenstein a sort of prototypes of certain activities—especially activities 
of counting and performing experiments. Numbers or proofs are yardsticks 
or measures of reality. Like in the Tractatus, the pictorial relationship here 
is based on internal relations. 

                                        
310 Cf. mathematical statements 3 > 2 (§10.2), 50 + 50 = 100 (§10.4), 1597 + 2548 = 
4181 (§10.5), 25 × 25 = 625 (§11.2), 68 + 57 = 125 (§13). 
311 PPO, p. 390. Cf. also: “All the errors that have been made in this chapter of the 
philosophy of mathematics are based on the confusion between internal properties of a 
form (a rule as one among a list of rules) and what we call “properties” in everyday 
life (red as a property of this book).” PG, pp. 476f. 
312 WWK, p. 224. 
313 RFM, p. 159. 
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This finitistic conception of mathematics is threatened by general 
arithmetical propositions. Do they picture some general characteristics of 
numbers? There is an analogous question within the Tractarian framework. 
If a proposition were a picture of reality, 314  what would depict a 
generalized proposition? Wittgenstein realized that his Tracratian account 
of generality was deficient. In this chapter, I am going to argue that the 
Tractarian account of generality fails because it confuses internal 
generality with external generality. Then I will proceed, in turn, to 
Wittgenstein’s conceptions of numbers and proofs. 

14.1. Generality 

First let me turn to Wittgenstein’s conception of generality (or of general 
propositions) from 1929. He criticized his Tractarian view that quantified 
propositions are infinite conjunctions or disjunctions.315 The problem lies 
in an attempt to quantifying over infinite domains. We can never capture 
such quantification by an enumeration. In order to understand a 
generalized proposition one had to know all elements from the infinite 
domain, which is, of course, impossible.316 

This shows that the word “all” is ambiguous here. “There are as many 
different ‘alls’ as there are different ‘ones’.” 317  And indeed, general 
propositions can be sometimes analyzed as finite conjunctions. But then 
we have to provide an account of quantifications over seemingly infinite 
domains. In order to provide such an account Wittgenstein distinguishes 
between an internal generality and external generality. 318  Consider the 
following arithmetical statement: 

(66) (x) ((x + 1)2 = x2 + 2x + 1) 

                                        
314 TLP 4.01. 
315 PG, p. 268. 
316 VW, p. 165. 
317 PG, p. 269. 
318 MS 106, pp. 110 & 133. 
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This statement is supposed to quantify over the infinite domain of (let us 
assume) natural numbers in order to express something general. The 
Tractarian account yields the following analysis of (66): 

(67) ((0 + 1)2 = 02 + 2×0 + 1) ∧ 
((1 + 1)2 = 12 + 2×1 + 1) ∧ 
((2 + 1)2 = 22 + 2×2 + 1) ∧ 
… 

This would be, however, according to Wittgenstein an inappropriate 
analysis. The notation for generality (x)—as well as the notation for 
existence (∃x)—indicates that there is expressed an internal relation 
between the two sides of the equation.319 The notation for generality, then, 
expresses that there is an arithmetical operation transforming the one side 
of the equation into the other one. This is a case of an internal (or provable) 
generality which is, in fact, no generality at all. (66) is not about all 
numbers (natural, real or whichever); it is about two expressions and their 
structural relation. 

Internal generality is opposed to external generality of non-arithmetical 
language. Consider the following non-arithmetical general proposition: 

(68) All men die before they are 200 years old.320 

This is an empirical proposition expressing an external property of all men. 
Generality of this proposition is based on induction. If there were a man 
over 200, this proposition would be falsified. No evidence could, in 
contrary, falsify (66). If one found a number that did not comply with (66), 
(66) would be evidence of a miscalculation. Wittgenstein further argues 
that even not all cases of external generality can be analyzed into a logical 
product. This is, however, not our present concern. We are concerned with 
mathematical notation in this chapter. 

                                        
319 If there were neither equation, nor any relational statement in (66), an internal 
property would be expressed instead. 
320 PG, p. 268. 
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14.2. Numbers 

There are different kinds of numbers in mathematics, e.g., the cardinal 
numbers, the rational numbers, the real numbers, the complex numbers, 
etc. We are tempted to think that there is some essential feature which all 
numbers have in common. There is no such thing according to 
Wittgenstein. It would be also wrong to say that they make up a family 
resemblance class. We have to distinguish sharply between numbers that 
have a finite representation and numbers that have a potentially infinite 
representation. Only numbers that are capable of a finite expression are for 
Wittgenstein numbers in a proper sense, they are mathematical extensions. 
He calls such numbers in conformity with the then usage cardinal 
numbers. Numbers with a potentially infinite expansion—like irrational, 
real or complex numbers—are, in fact, not concepts but rules which 
generate their infinite expansions.321 

Wittgenstein had also problems with the then received definition of 
cardinal numbers. Following Cantor, Frege and Russell defined cardinal 
numbers as cardinalities of equinumerous [gleichzählig] sets. Cardinalities 
of finite sets are natural numbers.  There are, in addition to this, so-called 
transfinite cardinal numbers which describe cardinalities of infinite sets. 
Wittgenstein, however, rejected that there are different infinite cardinalities 
in his finitistic conception of mathematics. But if we deprive cardinal 
numbers of the hierarchy of transfinite numbers, we get exactly natural 
numbers. We can, thus, take Wittgenstein’s claims about cardinal numbers 
as claims about natural numbers. 

Now to Wittgenstein’s key definition of a cardinal number: “A cardinal 
number is an internal property of a list.”322 Or more extensive: 

The sign for the extension of a concept is a list. We might say, as an 
approximation, that a number is an external property of a concept and an 
internal property of its extension (the list of objects that fall under it).323 

                                        
321 For instance the number π has an infinite expansion which cannot be written down. 
It can be, however, captured by infinite converging series which can be described by 
rules, e.g. by the Leibniz formula for π. 
322 PR, p. 140. 
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A number is an external property of a concept, for a concept does not 
determine the number of elements of its extension.324 The concept of book, 
for instance, does not determine how many books there are or must be. In 
other words, if a concept is given by a defining property (by an intension), 
the number of elements falling under this concept is not determined a 
priori.325 

On the contrary, if we have a concrete extension of a concept, its number is 
its internal property. The following list of strokes | | | has three elements 
and this is its internal property. If we added one stroke to it, it would be 
another list. Lists of strokes like | | | are for Wittgenstein prototypes of 
(natural) numbers: 

If 3 strokes on the paper are the sign for the number 3, then you can say the 
number 3 is to be applied in our language in the way in which the 3 strokes can 
be applied.326 

There is, however, further clarification needed. The list of strokes is not an 
abstract list. It is a concrete list written down on the paper. We can write 
down three strokes on a paper and use this sheet of paper as a paradigm for 
the number 3. We can further store this sheet of paper in a mathematical 
archive and use it when one would be uncertain about the meaning of the 
numeral 3. The list | | | serves in this sense as a yardstick. The numeral 3 is 
a substitution or better abbreviation for the list | | |. Numerals are, thus, 
picture-like representations of numbers. 

We must not conceive the list | | | for as a set with three members or even 
as any set of cardinality 3: “Here the strokes function as a symbol, not as a 
class. Russell’s argument rests on a confusion of sign and symbol.”327 

                                                                                                                         
323 PG, p. 332. 
324 This is true for material concepts, but not for formal concepts. Cf. Frascolla, 1994, 
p. 48. 
325 AWL, p. 205. 
326 PR, p. 307. Cf. also: “But in what sense is | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | the paradigm of a 
number? Consider how it can be used as such.” RFM, p. 149. 
327 WWK, p. 223. See also: “According to the Frege-Russell abstraction principle the 
number 3 is the class of all triples.” WWK, p. 221. 
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Wittgenstein’s concrete and finitistic approach takes numeral for concrete 
objects as opposed to Frege-Russell’s approach based on abstract sets. The 
decisive advantage of Wittgenstein’s conception of numbers over Frege 
and Russell’s is that numbers are rooted in our primitive activities328 like 
children’s finger counting or counting with the abacus. Moreover, 
Russell’s definition of numbers is based on an actual correlation between 
equinumerous sets: 

In Russell’s theory only an actual correlation can show the ‘similarity’ of two 
classes. Not the possibility of correlation, for this consists precisely in the 
numerical equality. Indeed, the possibility must be an internal relation between 
the extensions of the concepts, but this internal relation is only given through 
the equality of the 2 numbers.329 

This argument is a little bit tricky. An actual one-to-one correlation 
between two classes of things is an external relation. This correlation 
presupposes that the two classes are numerically equivalent. Then, 
however, “the numerical equivalence is not determined by the 
correspondence, but the numerical equivalence makes the correspondence 
possible.”330 Two classes are equinumerous if it is a possible to correlate 
their elements one-to-one. The possibility of correlation is an internal 
relation. We can say that 

(69) There are 3 books lying on the table. 

if it is possible to correlate them with the paradigmatic list | | |. We can 
reformulate (69) by inserting the paradigm into it: 

(70) There are | | | books lying on the table. 

                                        
328 Cf. PI §1. 
329 PR, p. 140. Cf. also: “Dr. Wittgenstein made a very successful attempt. He began 
by quoting and criticizing Russell’s definition of number, i.e., ‘the class of classes 
similar to a given class’, similarity being defined by means of a 1-1 correlation, and 
pointed out that Russell confuses the existence of this correlation with the possibility 
of its existence.” PPO, p. 373. 
330 Waismann, 1951, p. 109. 
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This is to understand that there is an internal relation of possible 
correlation between the paradigmatic list and those books lying on the 
table. And more appropriate: There is an internal relation of a possible 
correlation between the number of strokes on the paradigmatic list and the 
number of books. 

 

Now, we have to make explicit the distinction between statements of 
number in mathematics and statements of numbers outside mathematics: 

Statements of number in mathematics (e.g. “The equation x2 = 1 has 2 roots”) 
are therefore quite different in kind from statements of number outside 
mathematics (“There are 2 apples lying on the table”).331 

Consider the following equation (which is a statement within 
mathematics): 

(71) 2 + 2 = 4. 

Inserting paradigmatic lists into this statement yields: 

(72) | | + | | = | | | |. 

There is possible a one-to-one correlation between the both sides of the 
equation, which means that there is an internal relation (of a possible 
correspondence).  

The analysis of statements outside mathematics like (69) is a different one. 
First of all, (69) is an experiential statement. The meaning of the numeral 3 
here is defined by a reference to the paradigmatic list. This internal relation 
holds between the number of books and the number of strokes. It is not a 
relation within the sentence like in (71) or (72), but it is a relation to 
something else, i.e., to the paradigmatic list. 

Confusing these two uses of numerals would result into possibly 
nonsensical reflexive uses of internal relations. Consider the following 
statement: 

                                        
331 BT, p. 410e. 
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(73) There are 3 strokes in | | |. 

What is the meaning of the numeral 3 in this sentence? Its meaning must 
be derived from the very same paradigmatic list. If so, we get: 

(74) There are | | | strokes in | | |. 

This is, however, a very peculiar statement of identity aiming to express a 
reflexive internal relation between | | | and | | |. (73) cannot be a definition 
either, because “The form 3 can only be transposed, it cannot be 
defined.”332 Hence we can take (73) as a substitution rule transposing the 
form | | | into the form 3. Number 3 is an internal property of the list | | |. “It 
is nonsense to say of an extension that it has such and such a number, since 
the number is an internal property of the extension.”333 

To sum up: Numerals outside mathematics are being used transitively 
deriving their meaning from paradigmatic samples (paradigmatic lists). 
Numerals within mathematics express internal relations between different 
samples. But we cannot ascribe a number to the very same paradigmatic 
list which defines this number. It would be a nonsensical use of an internal 
relation. 

14.3. Proofs 

The concept of a mathematical proof is—as one would expect in 
Wittgensteinian spirit—a family resemblance concept. There are logical 
differences among different kinds of proofs. A recursive proof for instance 
is, in fact, a guide to construction of special proofs. Wittgenstein was 
critical to the notions of an inductive, a logical (Russellian), or an existence 
proof inter alia. After excluding these suspicious kinds of proofs, he 
nevertheless tries to capture something like the nature of proof.334 

We can proceed from the assumption that mathematical propositions are 
statements of internal relations. In this respect they are alike grammatical 

                                        
332 WWK, p. 225. 
333 PR, p. 141. 
334 Cf. RFM, p. 174. 
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proposition.335  A proof of a mathematical proposition aims to show or 
rather lay down its internal relatedness to a system of other mathematical 
rules: 

What is proved by a mathematical proof is set up as an internal relation and 
withdrawn from doubt.336 
Proof must shew the existence of an internal relation.337 
A mathematical proof connects a proposition with a system.338 

Consider again the proposition ‘68 + 57 = 125’ discussed in §13. Its proof 
must show that this proposition is compatible with the rule for addition and 
with paradigmatic samples that natural numbers stand for.339 To prove a 
mathematical proposition amounts to showing how to arrive to it from 
other (primitive) propositions by means of formal operations. 
Mathematical proofs must be for Wittgenstein constructive (hence his 
aversion to existence proofs that are not constructive). 

A mathematical proposition which is proved is an internal part of the 
proof. We may say that “the completely analysed mathematical proposition 
is its own proof.”340 In other words, mathematical propositions get their 
meanings from their proofs. 341  This account threatens the existence of 
mathematical problems, i.e., mathematical propositions that have not been 
proven yet. Proven and unproven mathematical propositions are, however, 
not at the same level: 

                                        
335 “To say ‘mathematics has the function of grammar’ would be false. It has many 
other functions. But mathematical propositions are of the same kind as grammatical 
propositions even when they appear to be experiential propositions.” PPO, p. 389. 
336 RFM, p. 363. 
337 RFM, p. 434. 
338 LFM, p. 136. 
339 “What a proof really proves is the compatibility of the proposition with the 
propositions from which one started, the primitive propositions, or rather the 
incompatibility of the opposite.” LFM, pp. 73f. 
340 PR, p. 192. 
341 “[A] mathematical proposition only gets its meaning from the calculus in which it 
is embedded.” LFM, p. 137. 
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The proposition with its proof doesn’t belong to the same category as the 
proposition without the proof. (Unproved mathematical propositions—signposts 
for mathematical investigation, stimuli to mathematical constructions.)342 

The very notion of an “unproven mathematical proposition” is misleading, 
for it suggests that they are also statements of internal relations that are not 
apparent for the time being. The expression “mathematical conjecture” 
would be more appropriate here. The crucial question is whether a 
mathematical conjecture expresses an internal relation or an external 
relation. Let us consider the famous Goldbach’s Conjecture (an example 
Wittgenstein himself employed): 

(75) Every even number greater than 2 can be expressed as a sum of two 
primes. 

Although we possess no rigorous proof of Goldbach’s Conjecture so far,343 
we understand it. We just do not know whether the conjecture is true or 
false. Would this undermine Wittgenstein’s position that mathematical 
propositions get their meaning from their proofs? Wittgenstein, however, 
calls our understanding this conjecture into question: 

To believe Goldbach’s Conjecture, means to believe you have a proof of it, 
since I can’t, as it were, believe it in extenso, because that doesn’t mean 
anything, and you cannot imagine an induction corresponding to it until you 
have one.344 

What we understand is that for a given number n, we are able to find out 
whether n can be expressed as the sum of two primes. But if (75) should be 
a mathematical proposition, the general quantifier must express an internal 
relation.345 We cannot, however, imagine such an internal relation until we 
know it or are able to construct it. We can employ brute force techniques 
or statistical considerations in order to give a heuristic justification of 
Goldbach’s Conjecture. If so justified, we can hardly treat Goldbach’s 

                                        
342 PG, p. 371. 
343 As of May 2013. 
344 PR, p. 204. 
345 Cf. §14.1. 
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Conjecture as expressing an internal relation. Goldbach’s Conjecture 
justified heuristically has, thus, a different meaning from (75) if it were 
rigorously proven. 346  We understand Goldbach’s Conjecture in a 
compositional way, i.e., we understand all concepts involved and the way 
of they are combined. If Goldbach’s Conjecture were rigorously proven, 
we would understand it in virtue of its proof, i.e., in virtue of its internal 
relations to other mathematical propositions. 

We can conclude the previous discussion that a mathematical proposition 
gets its meaning from its proof which lays down an internal relation to 
other mathematical propositions. We cannot understand a mathematical 
proposition until we possess its proof.347 On the other side, a mathematical 
conjecture is not meaningless.348 Although it could have the same surface 
form as the corresponding mathematical proposition, it expresses an 
external relation and thus has a different meaning from the mathematical 
proposition. A proof of a mathematical conjecture “alters the grammar of a 
proposition”349. A proof alters a proposition expressing an external relation 
into a proposition expressing an internal relation. 

 

What needs to be examined further is the pictorial aspect of mathematical 
proofs. Wittgenstein is quite explicit in this respect:  

When I say “a proof is a picture”—it can be thought of as a cinematographic 
picture. […] 
Proof, one might say, must originally be a kind of experiment—but is then 
taken simply as a picture. […] 

                                        
346 The same point could be made with the conjecture that in the decimal expansion of 
π the group ‘7777’ occurs. See PI §§352 & 516; RFM, pp. 284 & 407f.   
347 Contra Floyd: “Wittgenstein is not insisting that […] we do not understand a 
mathematical proposition until we possess its proof” (2000, p. 244). 
348 Contra Shanker: A mathematical conjecture is “a meaningless expression albeit one 
which may exercise a heuristic influence on the construction of some new proof-
system.” (1988, p. 230). 
349 PG, p. 367. 
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The proof must be our model, our picture, of how these operations have a 
result.350 

A proof is also a picture—or rather a motion picture—of an experiment. 
What kind of experiment? Consider a class of some already proven 
mathematical propositions. We can, so to say, experimentally try to 
transform them by applying mathematical operations in order to yield the 
desired proposition which has to be proven. The experiment consists of 
trying to construct the desired proposition (which has the status of a 
conjecture for the time being) out of already proven mathematical 
propositions. There is no systematic way of choosing suitable initial 
propositions and suitable operations. This may involve constructing 
ancillary terminology and proving ancillary mathematical propositions, 
i.e., lemmas. These peculiarities are one of the main reasons of why some 
mathematical conjectures are so hard to prove. 

There is, however, another sense in which a proof can be taken as a picture 
of an experiment. We may transform every mathematical proposition that 
is contained in a certain proof into a statement outside mathematics as 
demonstrated in the previous paragraph: For instance we may transform 

(76) 1 + 1 = 2 

into 

(77) One apple and one apple on my table make together two apples. 

Sentence (76) expresses an internal relation, whereas (77) expresses an 
external relation. If we transform all steps of a proof in this way, we get a 
description of a real experiment. We get something like this: If one starts in 
a certain state of affairs and proceeds according to prescribed rules, then 
the resulting state of affairs must be so-and-so. The ‘must’ in the preceding 
sentence is, however, not a logical must. There needs to be a ceteris 
paribus clause added: “… the resulting state of affairs must be so-and-so, if 
nothing goes wrong”. There are thousands of ways of how an experiment 
could go wrong. A description of an experiment based on external relations 
is not normative. If we want to insert normativity into it, we have to add 
                                        
350 RFM, pp. 159–161. 
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the ceteris paribus clause or—and this is of the utmost significance—we 
have to take it as a picture “of how these operations have a result”351. This 
is how an experiment can be taken as a proof. 

I have identified two ways of how a proof can be taken as a picture of an 
experiment. The first one is an experimental trying to transform some 
mathematical propositions in order to arrive to the proposition that has to 
be proven. The second one is taking mathematical propositions involved in 
a proof as statements outside mathematics expressing external relations. 
Then a mathematical proof can be taken as a picture of a real experiment. 
These two ways are not in contradiction to each other; they rather 
complement each other. 

 

Having said this we are now in the position to portray the next and final 
twist of Wittgenstein’s considerations about mathematical proofs. As noted 
above, mathematical proofs aim to integrate mathematical conjectures into 
the system of already proven mathematical propositions. A conjecture is 
turned into a proposition by providing its proof which is a picture of an 
experiment. But how can we take a proof as a picture? There must be some 
act of elevating something into a picture so that it will consider it as a 
picture of some other thing. 

Wittgenstein employed the idea of deprositing something in the archives in 
order to explain how we can handle standards of colors like color-swatches 
or standards of length like the standard meter. 352  These are particular 
objects that are deposed into some prominent place and considered as 
paradigmatic cases (as samples as opposed to examples) of particular 
properties. Wittgenstein now imagines that we can put in the archives 
significant calculations and proofs also: 

A calculation could always be laid down in the archive of measurements. It can 
be regarded as a picture of an experiment. We deposit the picture in the 
archives, and say, “This is now regarded as a standard of comparison by means 

                                        
351 RFM, p 161. 
352 I discuss these paradigms in §xx. 
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of which we describe future experiments.” It is now the paradigm with which 
we compare.353 

A proof—not an abstract proof, rather its visual shape written down on a 
paper—is deposited in the (mathematical) archives and regarded as 
paradigm of future experiments. A proof on a paper is a particular object 
like the standard meter or standard sepia. There must be an internal relation 
between the proof and an experiment. But internal relations do not hold 
between objects; they do between concepts. There is, however, no genuine 
contradiction here. We have to focus on the visual shape of a proof. Some 
of its features have to correspond to some features of an experiment. We 
can see this as a generalization of Wittgenstein’s account of numbers 
discussed in §14.2.354 Numbers are defined by paradigmatic lists. We may, 
of course, perform experiments regardless any proofs. But then the 
experiment would be deprived of any normative force. We could not 
decide whether the experiment went right or wrong and in the end what is 
its outcome. 

Hence, in order to be able to read off the result of an experiment we need 
something like a yardstick. “The proof is our model for a particular result’s 
being yielded, which serves as an object of comparison (yardstick) for real 
changes.” 355  An experiment is a concrete process which results into a 
certain state of affairs. This state has to be measured and “the proof serves 
as a measure”356 here.357 

 

I opened my discussion of Wittgenstein’s thoughts about mathematics with 
his insistence on a pictorial aspect of mathematical notation. Numerals like 

                                        
353 LFM, p. 104. 
354 Cf. “The idea that the sequences of strokes in an arithmetical construction, like the 
figures of a geometrical proof, take the part of paradigms, symbols, or, in Tractarian 
terms, variables, will develop, in later writings, into the conception of mathematical 
proof as the picture of an experiment.” Frascolla, 1994, p. 49. 
355 RFM, p. 161. 
356 RFM, p. 158. 
357 See Diamond, 2001, pp. 123–125 for another particular discussion of the idea of 
deposing something in the archives. 
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| | | are picture-like representations of numbers; proofs and calculations are 
more complicated cases of such picture-like representations. There is no 
fundamental difference between them in this respect. 

The final point I would like to discuss concerns the applicability of a 
picture-like representation. Let us begin with easy cases. How to apply the 
list of strokes | | | to a particular state of affairs, e.g., to apples on my table? 
We have to project the list onto the state of affairs. Wittgenstein insists that 
arithmetical construction guarantee their applicability: 

You could say arithmetic is a kind of geometry; i.e. what in geometry are 
constructions on paper in arithmetic are calculations (on paper). You could say, 
it is a more general kind of geometry. […] 
The point of the remark that arithmetic is a kind of geometry is simply that 
arithmetical constructions are autonomous like geometrical ones and hence so 
to speak themselves guarantee their applicability.358 

If arithmetical constructions are like geometrical construction concerning 
their applicability, we have to ask what guarantee the applicability of 
geometrical constructions. The question can be put in terms of the 
internal/external distinction pursued here: What guarantees that there is an 
internal relation between the list | | | (deposited in the archives) and three 
apples on my table? A relation between these objects is an external one. 
The idea of depositing something in the archives makes sense only if the 
deposited thing guarantees its own applicability, i.e., its own projection. 
This is essential of mathematics: “But I see the ‘mathematically essential’ 
thing about the process in the projection too!”359 

We can depose in the archives only an object we know how to project it 
upon or use it in our practices. The object has had to play some role in our 
activities and techniques before. We have to know in advance that it is 
essential to the list | | | that it is a paradigm of a number and not a paradigm 
of color or length. This is to say that in order to define or rather transpose 
the number 3 by the list | | | we have to presuppose the concept of number. 

                                        
358 PR, pp. 306f. 
359 RFM, p. 51. 
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This is a well-known idea from the beginning of the Philosophical 
Investigations where Wittgenstein focuses on the ostensive definition: 

So one might say: the ostensive definition explains the use—the meaning—of 
the word when the overall role of the word in language is clear. Thus if I know 
that someone means to explain a colour-word to me the ostensive definition 
“That is called ‘sepia’” will help me to understand the word.360 

The list | | | (written down on a paper and deposited in the archives) is an 
instrument of language like the standard meter.361 The same is valid for 
calculations and proofs as well. They do not have their meanings in 
isolation, but rather within our practices. 

                                        
360 PI §30. 
361 “If I were to see the standard metre in Paris, but were not acquainted with the 
institution of measuring and its connexion with the standard metre—could I say, that I 
was acquainted with the concept of the standard metre? 
A proof is an instrument—but why do I say ‘an instrument of language’?” RFM, pp. 
167f. 


